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Introduction to ��������

John D. Hobby

Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies
600 Mountain Ave.
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Abstract��	
��	
is a picture-drawing language very much like

��	
���	
except with PostScript output. The language provides access to all major fea-
tures of Level 1 PostScript and it has facilities for integrating graphics with
typeset text.

This paper gives a brief overview of the
��	
��	

language and how
it can be used. A few of the more interesting features are described in detail.

This is a revised version of a paper that appeared in EuroTEX ’92 Pro-
ceedings of the 7th European TEX Conference.

1. Introduction

Although ��������was originally designed as a font-making tool, many
people have recognized that it is also a powerful graphics language. The problem
is that ��������’s output is in the form of bitmap images instead of graphics
primitives. A diagram can sometimes be created in��������and typeset as a
single huge character, but this is cumbersome and makes it difficult to deal with
textual labels. A good example of work along these lines appears in [5] and [9].

Another approach is to modify the ��������interpreter so that it outputs
PostScript. Previous work along these lines presented in [1] and [11] has con-
centrated on producing PostScript fonts rather than graphics. Unlike these earlier
systems, the ��������system involves the creation of a new language similar
to��������, but specifically designed for producing PostScript graphics. Pre-
liminary comments on ��������appeared in [3].

Since ��������is based on the public-domain ��������source code
given in [7],��������has been able to inherit all the features of��������
that make it a powerful graphics language:

– The ability to store and manipulate coordinate pairs, straight and curved
paths, coordinate transformations, pen shapes, and complete pictures.

– A Flexible and powerful mechanism for constructing smooth curves and
straight lines.
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– The ability to draw straight and curved lines of any thickness and to fill a
region given its boundary.

– Mechanisms for solving linear equations so that geometric information can
be specified in a largely declarative manner.

– A powerful macro facility that allows the language to be extended syntac-
tically and semantically.

– Operators for intersecting curves, finding tangent lines, finding points on a
curve that match a given tangent direction, and extracting subpaths.

In addition to these features, ��������allows pictures to contain text,
dashed lines, clipping paths, and areas filled with gray or other colors. There
are also data types for colors and recipes for dashed lines. In addition, there
are important facilities for generating and manipulating typeset text. Readers fa-
miliar with other graphics languages such as Kernighan’s Pic [6] and Wichura’s
PicTEX [10] will see that ��������is considerably more powerful.

Section 2 gives a general idea of what the language is like and what can be
done with it. More detailed discussions of interesting features follow in Section 3.
This includes Section 3.1 on integrating text and graphics, Section 3.2 on dealing
with dashed lines, and Section 3.3 on drawing arrows. Finally, Section 4 deals
with macro packages and Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.

2. Overview of the Language

��������is a batch-oriented graphics language that achieves great power
and flexibility by giving up some the ease of use found in interactive graphics edi-
tors such as MacDraw. A ��������user prepares an input file such as the one
shown in Figure 3. Invoking the ��������interpreter produces an encapsu-
lated PostScript output file that can be included in a TEX document or viewed
with a PostScript interpreter such as GhostScript. The input file in the figure has
a single EHJLQJ...HQGJ block. There could be more such blocks, in which case
each would produce a separate output file

EHJLQILJ+4,>

GUDZ +53/53,00+3/3,00+3/63,00+63/3,00+3/3,>

HQGILJ>

HQG

Figure 3: A ��������input file and the resulting output

Since this paper is not intended to be a user’s manual, no attempt will be
made to show the exact syntax used to create subsequent examples. Instead, we
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concentrate on general concepts with the aim of showing what ��	
��	can
do. The interested reader can refer to [2, 4] for details.

Another thing ��	
��	can do is draw curved lines. If points P0, P1, ...,
P4 are as in Figure 4a, asking the interpreter to connect them in order produces
the curve in Figure 4b.
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Figure 4: A sequence of points and a curve formed by connecting them.

Asking for a smooth closed curve through the same sequence of points pro-
duces Figure 5a. Since ��	
��	has data types and operators for objects like
curved lines, it is possible to store the curve in a path variable S and use a state-
ment like

GUDZ S VFDOHG V

to draw rescaled versions of S. Figure 5b was generated by placing this statement
in a loop that scans various values of V.
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Figure 5: A closed curve and some effects that can be achieved by rescaling it.

There is also a fill statement that fills the interior of a closed curve with a
color or a shade of gray. The filled regions in Figure 5c illustrate how overlap-
ping fills overwrite each other. The figure was generated by filling the outermost
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curve with light gray, then filling the next smaller curve with white, then the next
smaller curve with dark gray, etc.

The examples given so far suggest that ��������allows drawing and filling,
it has data types for numbers, coordinate pairs, and curved paths, it has operators
for doing things like rescaling paths, and it has programming-language construc-
tions such as loops. It also inherits from ��������the ability to solve linear
equations and deal with a broad class of coordinate transformations.

Figure 6 illustrates linear equations and coordinate transformations. It was
generated by introducing an unknown transformation 7, giving a pair of equa-
tions that declare it to be shape-preserving, and declaring that it maps Point 1
into Point 2 and Point 3 into Point 4. The figure was created by generating a
simple picture 3 and repeatedly drawing 3 and transforming it by 7.
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Figure 6: An example of repeated transformations.

3. Interesting Features

Anyone familiar with ��������can see that Section 2 did not begin to
cover all the language features mentioned in the introduction. While it is imprac-
tical to give a detailed treatment of the entire language, we can concentrate on
a few of the features that distinguish ��������from ��������and from
other graphics languages.

3.1. Text in Pictures

��������has a number of features for including labels and other text in
the figures it generates. The simplest way to do this is to use the ODEHO state-
ment to specify the label text and the point to be labeled. If you are labeling
some feature of a diagram you probably want to offset the label slightly to avoid
overlapping. This is illustrated in Figure 7 where statements of the form

ODEHO1WRS+%D%/ 〈expression1〉,>
ODEHO1OIW+%E%/ 〈expression2〉,>

put the %D% label above the midpoint of the line it refers to and the %E% label is
to the left of the midpoint of its line. (In addition to WRS and OIW, there are six
other optional suffixes for other label positions.)
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a
b

(0,0)

Figure 7: A labeled diagram.

There is also a GRWODEHO command that marks a point with a dot and positions
text as the ODEHO command does. For instance, the command

GRWODEHO1ERW+%+3/3,%/ +3/3,,

generates a dot marked “(0,0)” as in Figure 7.
For labeling statements such as ODEHO and GRWODEHO that use a string expres-

sion for the label text, the string gets typeset in a default font as determined by
the string variable GHIDXOWIRQW. The initial value of GHIDXOWIRQW is likely to be
%FPU43%, but it can be changed to a different font name by giving an assignment
such as

GHIDXOWIRQW= %SWPU;U%

When you change GHIDXOWIRQW, the new font name should be something that
TEX would understand since ��	
��	gets height and width information by
reading the WIP file. (See [8]). It should be possible to use built-in PostScript
fonts, but the names for them are system-dependent. The %SWPU;U% example is
typically how one gets Times-Roman. (Note that GHIDXOWIRQW must not refer to
a virtual font such as %SWPU%.) A TEX font such as FPU43 is a little dangerous be-
cause it does not have a space character or certain ASCII symbols. In addition,
��	
��	does not use the ligatures and kerning information that comes with
a TEX font.

The ��	
��	language does not need elaborate typesetting abilities be-
cause there is a preprocessor that extracts TEX commands, runs them through
TEX (or LATEX), and translates the output into a form that the interpreter under-
stands. There is even a separate preprocessor that handles troff commands. Any
time you say

btex 〈typesetting commands〉 etex
in a ��	
��	input file, the preprocessor translates the 〈typesetting com-
mands〉 into a ��	
��	picture expression that can be used in a ODEHO or
GRWODEHO statement. For instance, a statement of the form

ODEHO1OUW+EWH[ '?VTUW [' HWH[/ 〈coordinates〉,
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was used to placed the label
√
x in Figure 8.

√
x
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y

Figure 8: A figure with labels done in TEX.

Figure 9 illustrates some of the more complicated things that can be done
with labels. Since the result of EWH[ ...HWH[ is a picture, it can be operated on
like a picture. In particular, it is possible to rotate the picture by giving

EWH[ '\' D[LV HWH[ URWDWHG <3

as the argument to a ODEHO statement.

x axis

y
a
x
is

y =
2

1 + cosx

Figure 9: An example of how typeset labels can be rotated

Here is how TEX material gets translated into a form ��������under-
stands: The ��������processor skips over EWH[ ... HWH[ blocks and depends
on a preprocessor to translate them into low level ��������commands. If the
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main file is J1PS, the translated TEX material is placed in a file named J1PS[. This
is normally done silently without any user intervention but it could fail if one of
the EWH[ . . . HWH[ blocks contains an erroneous TEX command. Then the erro-
neous TEX input is saved in the file PS[HUU1WH[ and the error messages appear
in PS[HUU1ORJ.

TEX macro definitions or any other auxiliary TEX commands can be enclosed
in a YHUEDWLPWH[ ... HWH[ block. The difference between EWH[ and YHUEDWLPWH[

is that the former generates a picture expression while the latter only adds ma-
terial for TEX to process. For instance, if you want LATEX to typeset labels using
the DPVWH[ package, your ��	
��	input file would look something like this:1

YHUEDWLPWH[ ?GRFXPHQWFODVV^DUWLFOH`

?XVHSDFNDJH^DPVWH[` ?EHJLQ^GRFXPHQW` HWH[

EHJLQILJ+4,>
...

ODEHO+EWH[ 〈LATEX material using〉 HWH[/ 〈coordinates〉,>
...

��	
��	has an internal variable called SURORJXHV that controls the han-
dling of text in pictures. Giving this internal variable a positive value causes
causes output to be formatted as “structured PostScript” generated on the as-
sumption that text comes from built-in PostScript fonts. This makes ��	
��	

output much more portable, but it generally does not work with TEX fonts unless
you have them in PostScript Type 1 format. Many GYL-to-PostScript programs
download bitmaps for only those characters actually used in the document. Such
programs can handle ��	
��	output if they understand the nonstandard
PostScript comments that the ��	
��	interpeter uses to indicate which char-
acters need to be downloaded. Modern versions of Rokicki’s GYLSV have this
capability.

3.2. Dashed Lines

The ��	
��	language provides many ways of changing the appearance of
a line besides just changing its width. This is done by specifying a dash pattern
when drawing a straight or curved line. Figure 10 shows a few examples of dash
patterns and the lines they generate. There is a predefined dash pattern called
HYHQO\ that makes dashes 3 points long separated by gaps of the same size. An-
other predefined dash pattern ZLWKGRWV produces dotted lines with dots 5 points

1 It may be necessary tell the preprocessor to use LATEX instead of TEX; e.g., by setting environ-
ment variable 7(; ODWH[ on a Unix system.
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apart. As shown in the figure, scaling the dash pattern produces dots further apart
or longer dashes further apart.

dashed evenly

dashed evenly scaled 2

dashed evenly scaled 4

dashed withdots

dashed withdots scaled 2

Figure 10: Dashed lines each labeled with the dash pattern used to create it.

Another way to change a dash pattern is to alter its phase by shifting it hori-
zontally. Shifting to the right makes the dashes move forward along the path and
shifting to the left moves them backward. Figure 11 illustrates this effect. The
dash pattern can be thought of as an infinitely repeating pattern strung out along
a horizontal line where the portion of the line to the right of the y axis is laid
out along the path to be dashed.

e4

e4 shifted (6bp,0)

e4 shifted (12bp,0)

e4 shifted (18bp,0)

Figure 11: Dashed lines each labeled with the corresponding dash pattern, where
H7 refers to the dash pattern HYHQO\ VFDOHG 7.

When you shift a dash pattern so that the y axis crosses the middle of a dash,
the first dash gets truncated. Thus the line with dash pattern H7 starts with a dash
of length 12bp followed by a 12bp gap and another 12bp dash, etc., while H7

VKLIWHG +4;ES/3, produces a 6bp dash, a 12 bp gap, then a 12bp dash, etc. This
dash pattern could be specified more directly via the GDVKSDWWHUQ function:

GDVKSDWWHUQ+RQ 9ES R 45ES RQ 9ES,

This means “draw the first 6bp of the line, then skip the next 12bp, then draw
another 6bp and repeat.” If the line to be dashed is more than 30bp long, the
last 6bp of the first copy of the dash pattern will merge with the first 6bp of the
next copy to form a dash 12bp long.

3.3. Arrows

Drawing arrows like the ones in Figure 12 is simply a matter of saying

drawarrow 〈path expression〉
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instead of GUDZ 〈path expression〉. This draws the given path with an arrowhead
at the end. If you want the arrowhead at the beginning of the path, there is an
operator that reverses a path. For double-headed arrows, there is a GUDZGEODUURZ

statement.

1

3

5

2 drawarrow z1..z2

4 drawarrow reverse(z3..z4)

6 drawdblarrow z5..z6

Figure 12: Three ways of drawing arrows.

The size of the arrowhead is guaranteed to be larger than the line width, but
it might need adjusting if the line width is very large. This is done by assigning a
new value to the internal variable DKOHQJWK that determines arrowhead length as
shown in Figure 13. Increasing DKOHQJWK from the default value of 4 PostScript
points to 1.5 centimeters produces the large arrowhead in Figure 13. There is
also an DKDQJOH parameter that controls the angle at the tip of the arrowhead.
The default value of this angle is 45 degrees as shown in the figure.

ahlength

ahlength
ahangle

Figure 13: A large arrowhead with key parameters labeled and paths used to
draw it marked with white lines.

The arrowhead is created by filling the triangular region that is outlined in
white in Figure 13 and then drawing the boundary with the current line width.
Readers familiar with ��	
��	will recognize this as the OOGUDZ statement.

4. Macro Packages

This section describes auxiliary macros not included in Plain ��	
���	.
The macros described in Section 4.1 make it convenient to do things that pic is
good at [6]. Section 4.2 makes some brief remarks about other macro packages.
In order to use a macro package, it is necessary to give a ��	
���	command
that names the macro file and asks the interpreter to read it.
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4.1. Macros for Boxes

The box-making macros are contained in a macro file called ER[HV1PS. This
file can be accessed by giving the ��������command LQSXW ER[HV before any
figures that use the box making macros.

The basic tool for making boxes is the command

boxit.〈box name〉+〈picture expression〉,
This creates variables 〈box name〉1F, 〈box name〉1Q, 〈box name〉1H, ... that can
then be used for positioning the picture before drawing it. The actual drawing is
done by a separate command GUDZER[HG that takes a list of box names.

If the command is ER[LW1EE+〈picture〉,, the box name is EE and the contents
of the box is the 〈picture〉. In this case, EE1F the position where the center of
the picture is to be placed, and EE1VZ, EE1VH, EE1QH, and EE1QZ are the corners
of a rectangular path that will surround the picture. Variables EE1G[ and EE1G\

give the spacing between the picture and the surrounding rectangle, and EE1R is
the amount by which the picture has to be shifted to achieve all this.

When the ER[LW macro is called with box name b, it gives linear equations
that force b1VZ, b1VH, b1QH, and b1QZ to be the corners of a rectangle aligned on
the x and y axes with the box contents centered inside as indicated by the gray
rectangle in Figure 14. The values of b1G[, b1G\, and b1F are left unspecified so
that the user can give equations for positioning the boxes. If no such equations
are given, macros such as GUDZER[HG can detect this and give default values. The
default values for G[ and G\ variables are controlled by the internal variables GH0

IDXOWG[ and GHIDXOWG\.
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Figure 14: The relationship between the picture given to ER[LW and the associ-
ated variables. The picture is indicated by a gray rectangle.

If b represents a box name, GUDZER[HG+b, draws the rectangular boundary of
box b and then the contents of the box. This bounding rectangle can be accessed
separately as ESDWK E, or in general

bpath 〈box name〉
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Box a

Box b

Figure 15: A “well-targeted arrow” generated by trimming the dashed sections
from a curved path.

One interesting use of the bounding rectangle is for generating “well-targeted ar-
rows” as shown in Figure 15. Given a path from the center of Box a to the center
of Box b, there are ��	
��	operators that make it convenient to chop off the
parts of the path before the first intersection with ESDWK D and after the last in-
tersection with ESDWK E.

There is also a special command

ER[MRLQ+〈equation text〉,

that controls the relative position of consecutive boxes. Within the 〈equation
text〉, D and E represent the box names given in consecutive calls to ER[LW and
the 〈equation text〉 gives equations to control the relative sizes and positions of
the boxes. For example, the ��	
��	code for Figure 16 uses

ER[MRLQ+D1VH E1VZ> D1QH E1QZ,

to causes boxes to line up horizontally. (It is instructive to compare this figure
with the similar one in the pic manual [6]).

The ER[HV1PS macros also provide for circular and oval boxes. These are a lot
like rectangular boxes except for the shape of the bounding path. Such boxes are
set up by the FLUFOHLW macro:

circleit〈box name〉+〈picture expression〉,

The FLUFOHLW macro defines pair variable just as ER[LW does, except that there
are no corner points 〈box name〉1QH, 〈box name〉1VZ, etc. A call to

FLUFOHLW1D+ . . . ,

gives relationships among points D1F, D1V, D1H, D1Q, D1Z and distances D1G[ and
D1G\. Together with D1F and D1R, these variables describe how the picture is cen-
tered in an oval as can be seen from the Figure 17.
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di· · · ni ni+1 di+1 · · · nk dkndtable:

...

hashtab:

ndblock

Figure 16: An example of what can be done with the ER[HV1PS macros
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Figure 17: The relationship between the picture given to FLUFOHLW and the as-
sociated variables. The picture is indicated by a gray rectangle.
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The GUDZER[HG and ESDWK macros work for FLUFOHLW boxes just as they do for
ER[LW boxes. By default, the boundary path for a FLUFOHLW box is a circle large
enough to surround the box contents with a small safety margin controlled by
the internal variable FLUFPDUJLQ. Figure 18 gives an example. The oval boundary
paths around “Start” and “Stop” in the figure are due to equations of the form

〈box name〉.dx = 〈box name〉.dy

that force those boxes to be noncircular.

Start
B

(a|b)∗a

C
b∗

D
(a|b)∗ab Stop

b

b

a

a

a

b b

a

a

b

Figure 18: Circular and oval boxes generated using the ER[HV1PS macros.

4.2. Other Packages

Why aren’t the ER[HV1PS macros automatically preloaded like the plain
macros? One reason is that they are too specialized to really be treated as part of
the core language. Another reason is that ER[HV1PS was intended to be the first of
several macro packages, each one extending the language to cover another spe-
cialized application.

In fact, there already is another macro package called JUDSK1PS. It handles
separate data files, automatic axis labeling, logarithmic scales, and other features
[4]. There are also macro packages that add new box shapes to ER[HV1PS or pro-
vide additional features for use with JUDSK1PS.
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5. Conclusion

Building on ��������has made ��������a very powerful and flexible
graphics language. It is especially well suited to generating figures in technical
documents which may involve mathematical constraints that are best expressed
symbolically. Such figures lack the aesthetic requirements that make font design
so challenging.

This paper has introduced the ��������language via examples concen-
trating on interesting features that distinguish the language from other graphics
languages and from ��������. Readers who want to use the language should
refer to [2, 4]. The ��������interpreter is now widely available as part of
many TEX installations; e.g., the Web2C system has included ��������since
version 7.0.
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